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Welcome to Spyderco
“Reveal” Volume 8!
Welcome to Spyderco’s “Reveal” Volume 8, our second new-product announcement of 2021. This
Reveal proudly introduces our latest knives and accessories and builds on our 2021 Spyderco Product
Guide and Reveal 7 to provide a complete reference of our current product line.
The challenges of the past year have affected every aspect of our lives and given us all cause to reflect
on our beliefs and values. For Spyderco, that reflection helped inspire many of the products within
these pages. To honor the critically important role that law enforcement officers and first responders
play in today’s society, we created the Thin Blue Line and Thin Red Line series of knives. Distinctive
expressions of some of our most popular lightweight models, these unique knives make a
powerful statement and support worthy charitable organizations devoted to serving fallen officers,
firefighters, and their families.
As part of our relentless quest to enhance the performance of our most popular models, we are
also excited to introduce lightweight versions of our Resilience™ folder, including tactically oriented
black-bladed versions and premium versions featuring American-made CPM® S35VN™ stainless steel.
These are joined by SpyderEdge™ expressions of the Police™ 4 Lightweight K390 and the Manbug™
Wharncliffe. Steel aficionados will also appreciate the latest addition to our growing Mule Team™
series, which showcases ultra-tough Z-Wear PM particle metallurgy tool steel.
Finally, we know our loyal customers love to show their pride in the Spyderco brand, so we have
added two new coffee mug designs featuring our “The Edge is a Ghost™” motto.
We are extremely excited to introduce these new products to you and, as always, grateful for your
continued interest in Spyderco. Thank you for your continued support!
Respectfully,
The Spyderco Crew

SKU #

BLADE

BLADE LENGTH
xx in • xx mm
EDGE LENGTH
xx in • xx mm
THICKNESS
xx in • xx mm
GRIND
Full-flat

CLOSED LENGTH
xx in • xx mm
LOCK TYPE
Compression
CARRY OPTIONS
Tip-down • Right
HANDLE MATERIAL
FRN

KNIFE

OVERALL LENGTH
xx in • xx mm
WEIGHT
xx oz • xx g
STEEL
xxx xxx
HOLE DIAMETER
xx in • xx mm

SKU #

BLADE

BLADE LENGTH
xx in • xx mm
EDGE LENGTH
xx in • xx mm
THICKNESS
xx in • xx mm
GRIND
Full-flat

CLOSED LENGTH
xx in • xx mm
LOCK TYPE
Compression
CARRY OPTIONS
Tip-down • Right
HANDLE MATERIAL
FRN

KNIFE

OVERALL LENGTH
xx in • xx mm
WEIGHT
xx oz • xx g
STEEL
xxx xxx
HOLE DIAMETER
xx in • xx mm
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C28FPPNS30V2

C28FPPNS30VBK2

DRAGONFLY 2
™

PINK CPM S30V
The Dragonfly has been a mainstay of the Spyderco
product line for decades and still sets the standard
when it comes to packing serious cutting performance
into the smallest possible package. The latest evolution
of this remarkable design combines all the proven
qualities of the lightweight Dragonfly 2 with a vibrant
pink FRN handle and a blade crafted from American-made CPM S30V stainless steel. Its symmetrical
design, fully accessible Trademark Round Hole,
sturdy back lock, and reversible deep-pocket wire
clip also make it ideal for both right and left-handed
users.

DRAGONFLY 2
™

PINK CPM S30V
BLACK BLADE
For those who really want to make a bold statement with
their carry knife, this version of the Dragonfly 2 adds a
rich, black Titanium Carbonitride (TiCN) coating to its
full-flat-ground CPM S30V blade and tucks it into a
stunning pink FRN handle. To accentuate the contrasting color theme, the lock bar, pocket clip, and all
other handle hardware also have black coatings.

C142PBK

BLADE

BLADE

BLADE LENGTH
xx in • xx mm
EDGE LENGTH
xx in • xx mm
THICKNESS
xx in • xx mm
GRIND
Full-flat

BLADE LENGTH
4.20 in • 107 mm
EDGE LENGTH
4.20 in • 107 mm
THICKNESS
0.122 in • 3.1 mm
GRIND
Full-flat

KNIFE

OVERALL LENGTH
9.40 in • 239 mm
WEIGHT
4.4 oz • 125 g
STEEL
8Cr13MoV
HOLE DIAMETER
0.52 in • 13.1 mm

CLOSED LENGTH
5.20 in • 132 mm
LOCK TYPE
LinerLock
CARRY OPTIONS
Ambi • 4-Position
HANDLE MATERIAL
FRN

C142PBK

C28FP2WCK390

DRAGONFLY 2
™

WHARNCLIFFE K390
The Dragonfly 2 is one of the most size-efficient folding
knives ever created, especially when expressed with a
straight-edged Wharncliffe-style blade. When that blade
is crafted from tough, wear-resistant K390 tool steel, the
result is a compact, powerhouse cutting tool that will take
and hold an exceptional edge. Like the standard Dragonfly
2, this knife also features a user-friendly back lock, and
a reversible deep-pocket wire clip, but its linerless FRN
handle is molded in the signature blue color of Spyderco’s
K390 family of knives.

RESILIENCE
LIGHTWEIGHT
As a proud member of Spyderco’s incredibly popular Value Folder
series, the Resilience stretches all the proven features of
its family to an extra-large platform ideal for big hands and
demanding cutting chores. The latest version of this formidable
folder adds the benefit of injection-molded fiberglass-reinforced-nylon (FRN) handle scales. Besides reducing the
overall weight of the knife, the tough FRN scales also offer
the enhanced non-slip grip of our Bi-Directional Texture™
pattern. All other features are faithfully retained, including
a full-flat-ground 8Cr13MoV blade, full skeletonized stainless steel liners, a sturdy LinerLock, a versatile four-position pocket clip, and a choice of edge configurations.

C142PBK
C142psbk
c142sbk
MADE IN CHINA

C142PBBK

BLADE

BLADE LENGTH
4.20 in • 107 mm
EDGE LENGTH
4.20 in • 107 mm
THICKNESS
0.122 in • 3.1 mm
GRIND
Full-flat

CLOSED LENGTH
5.20 in • 132 mm
LOCK TYPE
LinerLock
CARRY OPTIONS
Ambi • 4-Position
HANDLE MATERIAL
FRN

KNIFE

OVERALL LENGTH
9.40 in • 239 mm
WEIGHT
4.4 oz • 125 g
STEEL
8Cr13MoV
HOLE DIAMETER
0.52 in • 13.1 mm

C142PSBL

BLADE

BLADE LENGTH
4.20 in • 107 mm
EDGE LENGTH
4.20 in • 107 mm
THICKNESS
0.122 in • 3.1 mm
GRIND
Full-flat

CLOSED LENGTH
5.20 in • 132 mm
LOCK TYPE
LinerLock
CARRY OPTIONS
Ambi • 4-Position
HANDLE MATERIAL
FRN

KNIFE

OVERALL LENGTH
9.40 in • 239 mm
WEIGHT
4.4 oz • 125 g
STEEL
CPM S35VN
HOLE DIAMETER
0.52 in • 13.1 mm
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C142PSBL

C142PBBK

RESILIENCE

RESILIENCE

LIGHTWEIGHT
BLACK BLADE

LIGHTWEIGHT
CPM S35VN

The large size and extreme cutting performance of the Resilience make it a
popular choice among military personnel and other tactical end users. Since
many of them operate in environments where light discipline is a concern,
we created an all-black version of the new Resilience Lightweight. Its
high-traction black FRN scales are complemented by a black oxidecoated 8Cr13MoV blade and black coated liners, clip, and handle
hardware. This powerhouse cutting tool is available in a choice of
PlainEdge™, CombinationEdge™, or SpyderEdge format.

Compared to its G-10-handled counterpart, the Resilience
Lightweight adds the enhanced grip texture and broad
color palette of injection-molded FRN handle scales.
This elite expression of it supercharges the design with
American-made CPM S35VN blade steel—an advanced
particle metallurgy stainless steel that offers an
exceptional balance of edge holding, toughness, and
corrosion resistance. Available with a choice of PlainEdge,
CombinationEdge, or SpyderEdge blade, it also features a
distinctive blue handle color.

C142PBBK

C142PBl

C142psbbk

C142psbl

c142sbbk

c142sbl
MADE IN CHINA

MADE IN CHINA

C11FPSBKBL

BLADE

BLADE LENGTH
2.90 in • 74 mm
EDGE LENGTH
2.56 in • 65 mm
THICKNESS
0.098 in • 2.5 mm
GRIND
Full-flat

4

C243FPSBKBL

CLOSED LENGTH
4.25 in • 108 mm
LOCK TYPE
Back Lock
CARRY OPTIONS
Ambi • 4-Position
HANDLE MATERIAL
FRN

KNIFE

OVERALL LENGTH
7.15 in • 182 mm
WEIGHT
2.4 oz • 68 g
STEEL
VG-10
HOLE DIAMETER
0.51 in • 13.0 mm

BLADE

BLADE LENGTH
3.41 in • 87 mm
EDGE LENGTH
2.99 in • 76 mm
THICKNESS
0.118 in • 3.0 mm
GRIND
Full-flat

CLOSED LENGTH
4.69 in • 119 mm
LOCK TYPE
Back Lock
CARRY OPTIONS
Ambi • 4-Position
HANDLE MATERIAL
FRN

KNIFE

OVERALL LENGTH
8.10 in • 206 mm
WEIGHT
3.2 oz • 91 g
STEEL
VG-10
HOLE DIAMETER
0.52 in • 13.0 mm

THIN BLUE LINE
The “Thin Blue Line” is a symbolic reference to the role of law
enforcement as the barrier that prevents society from descending
into violent chaos. To honor the service and sacrifice of our
nation’s police officers, Spyderco created the “Thin Blue
Line” series, which showcases unique versions of some of
our most popular lightweight knives. The tough, fiberglassreinforced-nylon (FRN) handle scales of these knives are
injection molded in black accented by a bright blue lining.
When assembled with a matching blue FRN backspacer, they
create a compelling visual metaphor for the “thin blue line.”
Unlike the standard expressions of these models, the VG-10
stainless steel blades of these knives also combine the lowfriction edge geometry of a full-flat grind with the extreme cutting
power of Spyderco serrations. They are also laser engraved with the
motto “To Serve and Protect” to honor the service and sacrifice of law
enforcement professionals.
In addition to their uniqueness, “Thin Blue Line” knives also benefit a worthy
cause. A portion of all sales of these knives will be donated to the Tunnel
to Towers Foundation (tunnel2towers.org), which honors firefighter Stephen
Siller’s sacrifice of laying down his life to save others on September 11, 2001.
Tunnel to Towers operates multiple charitable programs that support first
responders and military personnel who have made the supreme sacrifice of
life and limb for our country.

C243FPSBKBL

ENDELA
™

LIGHTWEIGHT
THIN BLUE LINE

C11FPSBKBL

This mid-sized Endela features a
versatile CombinationEdge blade and
full-flat grind.

DELICA 4
®

LIGHTWEIGHT THIN BLUE LINE
This compact Delica 4 Lightweight showcases a full-flat-ground
CombinationEdge blade in a Thin Blue Line FRN handle.
MADE IN JAPAN

MADE IN JAPAN

C10FPSBKBL

BLADE

BLADE LENGTH
3.80 in • 97 mm
EDGE LENGTH
3.44 in • 87 mm
THICKNESS
0.118 in • 3.0 mm
GRIND
Full-flat

KNIFE

OVERALL LENGTH
8.78 in • 223 mm
WEIGHT
3.3 oz • 94 g
STEEL
VG-10
HOLE DIAMETER
0.51 in • 13.0 mm

CLOSED LENGTH
4.98 in • 126 mm
LOCK TYPE
Back Lock
CARRY OPTIONS
Ambi • 4-Position
HANDLE MATERIAL
FRN

C14FSBKBL3

BLADE

BLADE LENGTH
3.57 in • 91 mm
EDGE LENGTH
3.19 in • 81 mm
THICKNESS
0.118 in • 3.0 mm
GRIND
Full-flat

KNIFE

OVERALL LENGTH
8.26 in • 210 mm
WEIGHT
3.4 oz • 96 g
STEEL
VG-10
HOLE DIAMETER
0.55 in • 14.0 mm

CLOSED LENGTH
4.72 in • 120 mm
LOCK TYPE
Back Lock
CARRY OPTIONS
Ambi • 4-Position
HANDLE MATERIAL
FRN
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C14FSBKBL3

C10FPSBKBL

RESCUE 3
™

LIGHTWEIGHT
THIN BLUE LINE

ENDURA 4
®

The fully serrated SpyderEdge and
sheepfoot blade of the Thin Blue Line
Rescue model offer the ultimate balance
of safety and cutting power.

LIGHTWEIGHT
THIN BLUE LINE
The Thin Blue Line Endura provides maximum
cutting performance and comfort in larger hands.

MADE IN JAPAN

MADE IN JAPAN

C11FPSBKRD

BLADE

BLADE LENGTH
2.90 in • 74 mm
EDGE LENGTH
2.56 in • 65 mm
THICKNESS
0.098 in • 2.5 mm
GRIND
Full-flat

KNIFE

OVERALL LENGTH
7.15 in • 182 mm
WEIGHT
2.4 oz • 68 g
STEEL
VG-10
HOLE DIAMETER
0.51 in • 13.0 mm

C243FPSBKRD

CLOSED LENGTH
4.25 in • 108 mm
LOCK TYPE
Back Lock
CARRY OPTIONS
Ambi • 4-Position
HANDLE MATERIAL
FRN

BLADE

BLADE LENGTH
3.41 in • 87 mm
EDGE LENGTH
2.99 in • 76 mm
THICKNESS
0.118 in • 3.0 mm
GRIND
Full-flat

KNIFE

OVERALL LENGTH
8.10 in • 206 mm
WEIGHT
3.2 oz • 91 g
STEEL
VG-10
HOLE DIAMETER
0.52 in • 13.0 mm

CLOSED LENGTH
4.69 in • 119 mm
LOCK TYPE
Back Lock
CARRY OPTIONS
Ambi • 4-Position
HANDLE MATERIAL
FRN

THIN RED LINE
6

Created as a tribute to our nation’s courageous
firefighters, Spyderco’s “Thin Red Line” knives are
distinctive expressions of our workhorse lightweight
models. Their defining feature is their unique
handle design, which showcases black
fiberglass-reinforced-nylon (FRN) handle
scales accented by a bright red lining
and a matching red backspacer. This color
theme symbolizes the “thin red line” first
responders represent between the normalcy of
our daily world and the chaos of life-threatening
emergencies. The VG-10 blades of these knives
also combine the enhanced edge geometry of a
full-flat grind with the voracious cutting power of
Spyderco serrations. To honor the selfless service of
first responders, every blade is proudly laser engraved
with the motto “Save and Serve.” All other features of
these elite knives are consistent with the standard versions
of these models, including reliable back lock mechanisms,
skeletonized stainless steel liners, four-position pocket clips,
and Bi-Directional-Textured injection-molded FRN handles.
Spyderco will donate a portion of all sales of “Thin Red Line” knives to
the Wildland Firefighter Foundation (wffoundation.org), which provides
immediate financial and ongoing emotional support, advocacy, and
recognition to fallen and injured wildland firefighters and their families.

C243FPSBKRD
C11FPSBKRD

ENDELA

DELICA 4

LIGHTWEIGHT
THIN RED LINE

LIGHTWEIGHT THIN RED LINE
The Thin Red Line Delica 4 Lightweight showcases a full-flat-ground
CombinationEdge blade.
MADE IN JAPAN

Sized to split the difference between the
Delica and Endura, this Endela also features
a versatile CombinationEdge.

MADE IN JAPAN

C10FPSBKRD

BLADE

BLADE LENGTH
3.80 in • 97 mm
EDGE LENGTH
3.44 in • 87 mm
THICKNESS
0.118 in • 3.0 mm
GRIND
Full-flat

KNIFE

OVERALL LENGTH
8.78 in • 223 mm
WEIGHT
3.3 oz • 94 g
STEEL
VG-10
HOLE DIAMETER
0.51 in • 13.0 mm

CLOSED LENGTH
4.98 in • 126 mm
LOCK TYPE
Back Lock
CARRY OPTIONS
Ambi • 4-Position
HANDLE MATERIAL
FRN

C14FSBKRD3

BLADE

KNIFE

OVERALL LENGTH
8.26 in • 210 mm
WEIGHT
3.4 oz • 96 g
STEEL
VG-10
HOLE DIAMETER
0.55 in • 14.0 mm

BLADE LENGTH
3.57 in • 91 mm
EDGE LENGTH
3.19 in • 81 mm
THICKNESS
0.118 in • 3.0 mm
GRIND
Full-flat

CLOSED LENGTH
4.72 in • 120 mm
LOCK TYPE
Back Lock
CARRY OPTIONS
Ambi • 4-Position
HANDLE MATERIAL
FRN
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C10FPSBKRD

C14FSBKRD3

RESCUE 3

ENDURA 4

LIGHTWEIGHT
THIN RED LINE

LIGHTWEIGHT
THIN RED LINE

A potent pocket-sized rescue tool,
the Thin Red Line Rescue features a
SpyderEdge cutting edge and blunttipped sheepfoot blade.

The full-sized Thin Red Line Endura is ideal
for larger hands and is easier to operate
while wearing gloves.

MADE IN JAPAN

MADE IN JAPAN

SKU #

BLADE

BLADE LENGTH
xx in • xx mm
EDGE LENGTH
xx in • xx mm
THICKNESS
xx in • xx mm
GRIND
Full-flat

KNIFE

OVERALL LENGTH
xx in • xx mm
WEIGHT
xx oz • xx g
STEEL
xxx xxx
HOLE DIAMETER
xx in • xx mm

CLOSED LENGTH
xx in • xx mm
LOCK TYPE
Compression
CARRY OPTIONS
Tip-down • Right
HANDLE MATERIAL
FRN

SKU #

BLADE

BLADE LENGTH
xx in • xx mm
EDGE LENGTH
xx in • xx mm
THICKNESS
xx in • xx mm
GRIND
Full-flat

KNIFE

OVERALL LENGTH
xx in • xx mm
WEIGHT
xx oz • xx g
STEEL
xxx xxx
HOLE DIAMETER
xx in • xx mm
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C189PBN

MT29P

ROADIE

™

BROWN/OLIVE GREEN
The Roadie is Spyderco’s elevated expression of the
classic penknife. Its distinctive “Double Dent™”—a pair
of symmetrical dimples in the blade—provides a solid
purchase for fingernail-free two-handed opening and
is far superior to a traditional nail nick. Crafted from
Böhler-Uddeholm N690Co stainless steel, its full-flatground, sheepfoot-style blade is impressively stout
for its size and features a subtle index-finger choil
to safeguard against unintentional closure of its
“notched-joint” non-locking mechanism. Originally
offered in a spectrum of bright colors, the latest versions of this unique cutting tool feature more subtle
brown or olive green molded FRN scales.

MULE TEAM
Z-MAX
In cutlery industry jargon, a “mule” is a blade used
for testing purposes. Spyderco’s Mule Team™ series
elevates this concept even further by offering the
same fixed-blade knife pattern in many different steel
variations and inviting our customers to join in the
testing process. The latest addition to this elite
family features ZAPP Z-Max—an ultra-high-performance powder metallurgy tool steel enriched
with vanadium, tungsten, molybdenum, cobalt,
and two percent carbon. Capable of being
heat treated to extreme hardness, it offers
exceptional wear resistance and edge holding
properties. Whether you are a steel connoisseur, a hobbyist looking for a unique “kit”
blade, or a die-hard Spyderco collector, the
Z-Max Mule will proudly meet your needs.
All Mule Team blades are sold consumer
direct and available only at the Spyderco
Factory Outlet or through spyderco.
com.

MANBUG

CLOSED LENGTH
xx in • xx mm
LOCK TYPE
Compression
CARRY OPTIONS
Tip-down • Right
HANDLE MATERIAL
FRN

MBKWS

BLADE

KNIFE

OVERALL LENGTH
4.39 in • 112 mm
WEIGHT
0.7 oz • 20 g
STEEL
VG-10
HOLE DIAMETER
0.39 in • 9.8 mm

BLADE LENGTH
1.91 in • 49 mm
EDGE LENGTH
1.70 in • 43 mm
THICKNESS
0.098 in • 2.5 mm
GRIND
Full-flat

CLOSED LENGTH
2.50 in • 64 mm
LOCK TYPE
Back Lock
CARRY OPTIONS
Ambi • 4-Position
HANDLE MATERIAL
FRN

9

MBKWS

MANBUG
WHARNCLIFFE
SPYDEREDGE
Spyderco’s “Little Big Knife™” concept is a relentless effort to
concentrate maximum cutting performance into the smallest
package possible. Our popular Manbug design accomplishes
this extremely well. When equipped with a straight-edged
Wharncliffe blade, it does it even better. And, when that fullflat-ground, VG-10 blade features an aggressive SpyderEdge
cutting edge, the result is an ultra-compact cutting tool
that offers unparalleled cutting performance for its size.

MADE IN JAPAN

C07FS4K390

BLADE

BLADE LENGTH
4.38 in • 111 mm
EDGE LENGTH
3.97 in • 101 mm
THICKNESS
0.118 in • 3.0 mm
GRIND
Full-flat

CLOSED LENGTH
5.64 in • 143 mm
LOCK TYPE
Back Lock
CARRY OPTIONS
Ambi • 4-Position
HANDLE MATERIAL
FRN

KNIFE

OVERALL LENGTH
9.97 in • 253 mm
WEIGHT
4.2 oz • 119 g
STEEL
VG-10
HOLE DIAMETER
0.55 in • 14.0 mm

10

C07FS4K390

POLICE 4
LIGHTWEIGHT K390
SPYDEREDGE
The fourth-generation Police 4 Lightweight is a highly refined
version of the venerable Police Model design rendered with
all the benefits of our state-of-the-art lightweight handle
construction. When enhanced with a K390 MICROCLEAN® tool
steel blade, it offers exceptional toughness and edge retention.
This remarkable knife takes that evolutionary process a
step further by adding the extreme cutting power of a fully
serrated SpyderEdge. The full-flat-ground blade is paired
with a distinctive blue FRN handle that is also home to a
high-strength back lock mechanism and a four-position
pocket clip.

MADE IN JAPAN

MT30P

BLADE

BLADE LENGTH
3.50 in • 89 mm
EDGE LENGTH
3.40 in • 86 mm
THICKNESS
0.118 in • 3.0 mm
GRIND
Full-flat

KNIFE

OVERALL LENGTH
7.63 in • 194 mm
WEIGHT
2.7 oz • 77 g
STEEL
Z-Wear PM

MUG03

11

MADE IN CHINA

“THE EDGE IS A
GHOST” MUG
MT30P

MULE TEAM

Based on a saying coined by Spyderco founder Sal Glesser, this stylish ceramic mug
reminds us of the elusive, ethereal qualities of the sharpened edge. The “Edge is a
Ghost” mug is a must-have accessory for every serious Spyderco fan.

MUG04

Z-WEAR PM
The latest addition to Spyderco’s popular Mule Team™ series showcases
Z-Wear PM—a particle metallurgy cold work tool steel produced in Germany
by Zapp. Created to tackle the most demanding industrial applications, it offers
wear resistance superior to A2 and D2 tool steels while providing increased
toughness and resistance to chipping. Like all Mule Team members, this Z-Wear
PM blade is full-flat ground, satin finished, and sold without handle scales or a
sheath. The perfect platform for a “kit knife” and your own personal approach to
performance testing, it is only available consumer direct through Spyderco.com or
the Spyderco Factory Outlet.

“THE EDGE
IS A GHOST”
POTTERY MUG
For those who prefer a more rustic look, this handsome pottery mug conveys
“The Edge is a Ghost” message in traditional style.

